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Overview

Our Product & Technology practice provides clients
with simple and affordable access to the best IT
executive talent and teams on-demand, including
fractional and interim CTOs, CIOs and CiSOs.
Purpose

Many businesses do not need a full-time CTO, but all
companies do need the strategy, experience, and
vision that an experienced CTO provides. TechCXO
provides a proven, effective vehicle to bring that skillset and knowledge to an organization.
How it Works

TechCXO will identify the best individuals from our
network that match all components of what you are
looking for. Based on your meetings with the
individuals and all additional information TechCXO has
provided you, select the CTO/CIO that is right for you.
Many Types of CTOs

Our CTO models range from a couple of days a month
to five days a week and include:
Fractional/Part-Time CTO: Use only the hours you
need for the duration you need, fill the gaps, or ensure
a key project is online.
Interim CTO: Temporarily replace a departing full-time
CTO.
Experienced Mentor: We support an IT Director or
manager who needs some expertise to set up
decision-making tools or other aspects of technology.

Product & Technology

Interim & Fractional CTO
Comprehensive Services

We are accomplished in all aspects of IT, Product &
Technology. TechCXO interim CTOs are very experienced
in a variety of situations and can help a company avoid
costly mistakes within the operations and financial
aspect of technology. Services include:
Tech Assessments: Need tech due diligence
before making an investment? Have concerns
about the viability of your product or the
effectiveness of your development team? Our
CTOs can quickly evaluate your product and
team to identify risks and shortcomings.
Product Rescue / Execution: Whether you
need help implementing the recommendations
from an Assessment or getting a product and
product team launched, our CTOs can help, up
to an including leading product delivery teams.
Fractional / Interim CTO: If you are not ready
to hire a full-time CTO, you are in the process of
transitioning to a new CTO, or you have a less
experienced CTO who needs some coaching, a
TechCXO CTO can provide the expert technical
leadership your organization needs.
CiSO-As-a-Service: For businesses in need of
a high-level of security, our unique CiSO service
model is affordable and integrated into your
operations.

